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the journal discrete dynamics in nature and society publishes the results of studies that are
concerned with any aspect of discrete dynamics in the natural and social sciences. the scope of
the journal will include articles in mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, engineering, and
social sciences. papers of an exploratory or impressionist nature are particularly welcome.
numerical simulations are preferred. the methodology of the papers should be appropriate for a
wide audience and the types of results may include: mathematical theories, experiments,
computer codes, mathematics based on models, simulations and/or experiments. the
mathematics and statistics journal is an international journal for all branches of mathematics
and statistics. the mathematics and statistics journal serves as a platform for the publication of
important papers in the field. in addition, it is a medium for exchanging views and discussing
challenging topics in both pure and applied mathematics. the mathematics and statistics journal
is published monthly by the finnish mathematical society. it is the official journal of the
mathematics section of the social sciences division. the proceedings of the royal society of
chemistry publishes papers on all aspects of chemistry in mathematical and statistical format.
articles may range from original experimental work to mathematical models, from theoretical
studies to applied areas such as the theory of bioinformatics and materials science, etc.
materials that do not fit into this area are encouraged too.
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reviwer boards are to be submitted to ekonomikyte for rigorous review as an integral part of the
process of submission. the review board examines each paper individually, going through it
carefully and following up on unanswered questions. it often also refers the paper to other

knowledgeable referees. it is the reviewer boards that have kept the reviwer board out of print
for over two decades, and it is the reviews themselves that keep the matematik out of print as

well. ligse reviews manuscripts on their own behalf (as an independent board), but also consults
other review boards. ligse seeks high quality manuscripts that are both of sufficient quality and

are sufficiently novel. ligse is willing to take on some manuscripts that are not submitted
directly to them, and they do not always have the same time-frame for reviews as ekonomikyte

or reviewer boards do. the purpose of the matematik reviews is to check that the paper
conforms to matematik standards, and that there are no errors in the mathematics. the paper
should be completed, but there is no time limit for its review. math reviews on their own behalf

are expected to be completed within 4 weeks, but are sometimes extended. the matematik
reviews are attended by two referees, and then reviewed and signed by a third referee. if a

consensus is not reached, this third referee will then write up the reviews, and the consensus
decision will be signed by the editor of matematik. 5ec8ef588b
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